
ABOUT MONODRAUGHT
Specialists in sustainable ventilation, cooling, heating 
and lighting solutions 

www.monodraught.com info@monodraught.com 01494 897 700
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THE CLIMATE 
CHANGE REALITY

Greenhouse gas emissions continue to drive global 
warming and the five-year period to 2018 was the 
hottest ever recorded. The world is nearly one 
degree warmer than it was before widespread 
industrialisation, and the 20 warmest years on record 
have been in the past 22 years according to the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO).

All-time high temperature records were set in the 
northern hemisphere during the summer of 2019 and 
records were broken in 29 countries, according to the 
BBC. European heatwaves across the continent sent 

temperatures soaring in June and July 2019.

We are not on track to meet climate change targets, 
and even if we add up all the promises to cut emissions 
made by those countries in the Paris climate agreement, 
the world would still warm by more than 3C by the end 
of this century. According to the Committee on Climate 
Change if the global temperatures rise by 2ºC, around 
2.6 million people in the UK will be impacted by the 

significant risk of flooding.

Arctic sea ice is in danger and reached its lowest point on 
record in 2012. The summer arctic sea ice cover has been 
decreasing at a rate of 13% per decade and UK sea levels 
have risen by over 16 cm since the early 20th century. 
The summer Arctic sea ice may disappear as soon as the 
2050s, unless emissions are reduced, according to the 

UK Parliament’s Environmental Audit Committee.
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OUR CHALLENGE
The climate emergency protests in 2019 created a 
new sense of urgency, and the UK government has 
now legislated for net zero carbon by 2050. Here at 
Monodraught, we are fully committed to playing our part 
and live by our green principles.

This means that the construction industry and HVAC 
suppliers have a vital role in drastically reducing energy 
usage of building and improving energy efficiency. Higher 
standards in design and construction are crucial to drive 
down carbon emissions. We must urgently transition to 
low energy ventilation, heating, cooling solutions and 
veer away from the use of refrigerants wherever possible. 
And Monodraught are here to help. 

*Source: BEES Executive Summary BUILDING ENERGY Nov 2016

Achieving net zero by 2050 will mean virtually 
eliminating emissions from the UK’s building 
stock. According to BEIS, two thirds of the 
energy consumption from the 1.8 million non-
domestic buildings in England and Wales was 
used to provide building services (heating, 
ventilation, cooling, hot water and lighting). *
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PRODUCT
INNOVATIONS

We are Pioneering British Greentech

Awards & Accreditations

Monodraught design, manufacture, install and maintain 
sustainable ventilation, cooling, heating and lighting solutions 
for new and refurbished commercial buildings. As a pioneering 
company, we are committed to minimising the carbon footprint of 

every building with a range of standard and bespoke products.

Our modelling and design teams develop integrated solutions that 
combine products from across our range to meet the various needs 
throughout a building whilst optimising the overall environmental 

performance. 

To date our products have saved the equivalent of nearly 390,000 
tonnes of CO2, which is equivalent to over 3,534 million miles in a 

small car*.

Monodraught believe that every business has a responsibility 
to invest in local communities. We purchase over 85% of our 
materials from suppliers within a 100-mile radius and recycle where 
possible. Our caring team supports many charitable causes, and 
Monodraught are proud partners of the local mental health charity, 

Buckinghamshire Mind.

Trading for over 45 years, we are proud to be recognised with 
many awards.

* Based on 110g CO2 per mile emitted from a typical a small family car.
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Monodraught
WITH YOU ALL THE WAY

Our Head Office in High Wycombe is home to our Sales, 
Design, R&D and factory teams, and is where our products are 
manufactured. Being located close together means our teams 
support you efficiently throughout your project.

Our range of enhanced service and maintenance packages 
give peace of mind and ensure continuous operation. Through 
data monitoring, we can also provide ongoing analysis and 
assistance to optimise system performance for many years.

Monodraught and IES, have developed Performance Components 
which accurately model our products for heating and IAQ 
performance, as well as Part L and BREEAM compliance. Our in-
house Project Design Engineers use advanced building modelling 
to propose the most energy efficient and low carbon solutions. 

Our unique installation service is aligned to your construction 
programme and delivers over 85% of all Monodraught projects. 
Having received your order, our dedicated contract managers 
will coordinate with your programme. Our team of installers 
across England and Wales, and our partners in Scotland, 
Ireland and worldwide, visit your site ahead of installation to 
ensure smooth delivery. Pre-occupancy commissioning and 
Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) monitoring ensure trouble-
free operation. 

Our team works closely to support consultants, specifiers and 
contractors through the design and procurement process. 

One home

After Sales

Building simulation

R&D and Manufacturing

Turnkey installation and Commissioning

Sales team

Our teams continuously challenge boundaries and develops 
award winning products that deliver best in class solutions 
for our customers. By integrating advanced controls, our 
products deliver outstanding comfort with lowest possible 
running costs and highest possible carbon savings. We are 
accredited to ISO9001 quality management system and ISO 
14001  environmental management system.
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Our team are here to support your project to exceed all 
legislation and compliance requirements, and endeavours 
to ensure that your system is eligible for incentives and 
credits. Our design engineers consider and can advise on 
various compliance including:-

EXPERTS IN 
LEGISLATION & COMPLIANCE

WHY CHOOSE MONODRAUGHT?

• Contribute towards sustainability & carbon reduction targets
• Enhance your energy and carbon saving credentials
• Help to meet compliance criteria, e.g. CIBSE A and BB101

• Building Regulations Part L & Part F

• BREEAM credits 

• CIBSE Part A (ventilation rates, IAQ and thermal comfort)

• Building Bulletin 101: Guidelines on ventilation, thermal 
comfort and indoor air quality in schools

• Building Bulletin 93: Acoustic Standards of Schools

• Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards (MEES) for 
Landlords (Commercial)

• Enhances your energy and carbon saving credentials
• Turnkey project management for assured installation 

performance
• No complex site preparation

• Lower running costs
• Fast payback
• Data monitoring for assured performance
• Productive environments
• Warranties provide peace of mind
• Optional maintenance contracts

• Healthy and pleasant indoor environments 
• Comfortable even in summer 
• No winter draughts
• Quiet in operation 
• Easy to use

Advantages for Building Owners Advantages for Occupants

Advantages for Specifiers Advantages for Contractors
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OUR SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCT RANGE

Natural Ventilation

Hybrid Ventilation

Natural & Hybrid 
Cooling

Mechanical Cooling

Mechanical Ventilation 
Heat Recovery

Natural Lighting

Windcatcher®

HTM®

Cool-phase®

Air Conditioning

MVHR

Sunpipe®

Commercial buildings are utilised in many unique 
ways and it is essential to design ventilation 
and cooling strategies that match requirements. 
Whilst it is imperative to minimise the overall use 
of air conditioning to help meet environmental, 
sustainability and energy reduction goals, it 
is possible to cleverly combine it with natural 
ventilation, hybrid ventilation and natural cooling 
for a balanced approach. For applications requiring 
rapid indoor temperature control, sometimes air 
conditioning will be the most suitable solution. 
Monodraught engineers can provide dynamic 
modelling and post occupancy monitoring to ensure 
that the final system design achieves indoor comfort 
with minimal environmental impact.
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NATURAL VENTILATION

HYBRID VENTILATION

Why choose Natural Ventilation?

Why choose Hybrid Ventilation?

The HTM Range

The Windcatcher range

Natural ventilation supplies fresh air to a building or room by 
utilising the passive effects of wind speed or differences in 
internal and external air pressure to exhaust the stale room air. It 
is a sustainable, low carbon ventilation system that does not use 
fans or pumps making it extremely cheap to run whist providing 
a comfortable and healthy indoor environment.

Our vast range includes versions with active louvres, solar 
panels that operate boost ventilation fans, as well as a range of 
bespoke sizes and designs for every application. Best in class, 
Windcatcher has an enviable reputation having performed 
consistently, effectively and reliably over the last 2 decades and 
with a 10-year guarantee*.

* See T&C’s

Combines the benefits of natural ventilation with additional 
support from fans in a traditional mechanical ventilation 
system. It provides low carbon natural ventilation without  
pumps for a comfortable and healthy indoor environment. 

During peak seasons, mechanical fans boost the natural 
ventilation and optimise indoor comfort. During winter peaks, 
warm internal air is mixed with fresh external air to deliver mixed 
tempered air. During summer peaks, the hybrid system provides 
boosted daytime ventilation and secure night-time cooling.

• Sustainable energy 
• Healthy indoor environments
• Cost effective
• Little/low maintenance 
• Proven track record

• Ideal school classroom environment
• Cost effective
• Complies with the Priority School Building Programme 

• Windcatcher X-Air
• Sola-boost X-Air
• Windcatcher HX

• Windcatcher Classic
• Sola-boost Classic
• Ventsair

Model Ventilation Heating Cooling

HTM F ✓ X X

HTM FS ✓ X X

HTM FT ✓ X X

HTM F-H ✓ ✓ X

HTM FS-H ✓ ✓ X

HTM FT-H ✓ ✓ X

HTM FS-C ✓ ✓ ✓
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Cool-phase functions

NATURAL COOLING

HYBRID COOLING

Why choose Natural Cooling?

This innovative low-energy ventilation and cooling system 
uses Phase Change Material (PCM) as a thermal energy store. 
Combined with an intelligently controlled air management 
unit, Cool-phase creates a comfortable, fresh and healthy 
indoor environment with extremely low running costs. 

It uses up to 90% less energy than equivalent conventional 
cooling systems, making it one of the most sustainable cooling 
product solutions available today. Cool-phase does not use 
refrigerants and has no compressors making it environmentally 
friendly both in its manufacture and operation.

Designed for demanding applications where the urban heat 
island effect creates high summer night-time temperatures. 
Cool-phase hybrid provides fixed set-point temperature 
control and the various modes (free cooling, hybrid, night-time 
ventilation) deliver outstanding comfort whilst minimising 
both energy usage and running costs.

Includes a duct-mounted Heat Exchanger Coil connected to 
a high efficiency heat pump to make it a truly advanced, low 
energy ventilation system with top up heating/cooling.

• Extremely low running costs
• Saves energy – saves carbon
• No refrigerants
• Healthy indoor environments
• No external units- saves space 
• No external noise

Modes Cool-phase Cool-phase Hybrid

Ventilation operation ✓ ✓

Heat recovery mode in winter ✓ ✓

Hybrid operation X ✓

Cooling via heat pump X ✓
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Why choose Air Conditioning?

Why choose MVHR?

Regular maintenance is important

Combining air conditioning with natural, hybrid ventilation and 
natural cooling will help to meet environmental, sustainability and 
energy reduction targets. For some applications requiring rapid 
indoor temperature control, air conditioning may be the most 
suitable solution.
 
We are proud to be approved installers for Daikin, Mitsubishi Electric 
and Kaysun. We design, supply and install high performance systems 
with low running costs backed-up with extended warranties. We 
strongly recommend regular maintenance and remote monitoring 
to prevent breakdowns, extend operating lifetime, and maximise 
efficiency to reduce environmental impact and running costs. 
Our range of on-going service and maintenance packages for our 
installations are supported by performance data reporting.

Our MVHR systems simultaneously supply tempered fresh air to any 
built space ensuring the correct oxygen levels are maintained whilst 
expelling stale air. By recovering heating or cooling energy to temper 
incoming air, MVHR systems are able to significantly reduce the power 
consumption and associated building running costs. The system is 
designed to automatically provide trickle ventilation, heat recovery 
ventilation and secure night time cooling. It also boosts ventilation 
during summer or during periods of high CO2. The MVHR system can 
complement natural ventilation provided by being integrated with 
manual or automatic windows/ louvres, either via a single sided or 
cross flow ventilation strategy. The system comprises an intelligent and 
fully automatic control system which switches between operational 
modes dependant on external/internal temperature conditions and 
indoor air quality (IAQ). 

Monodraught provides the Mitsubishi Lossnay heat exchanger core 
with or without a high quality acoustic shroud. As a result, the MVHR 
system can be installed in a range of exposed or concealed locations, 
such as direct facade or ducted application.

• Optimised climate control
• Leasing options
• Remote monitoring for system optimisation 

• High efficiency total heat exchange 
• Low power consumption and low SFP’s 
• Summer Bypass mode for direct ventilation
• No condensation drain required

We can assist you with our tailor made-range of maintenance 
packages:-

• Comply with F-gas legislation
• Minimise energy usage and running costs
• Maximise performance by keeping it fully charged
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NATURAL LIGHTING

Why choose Natural Lighting?

Sunpipe natural lighting system channels daylight from roofs 
to indoor areas, creating healthier and more productive 
environments whilst reducing electrical lighting requirements, 
running costs and carbon footprint.

Sunpipe collects daylight using a patented high impact Diamond 
Dome, passing through a Super-Silver® mirror finished aluminium 
tube which reflects and directs the natural daylight to the diffuser 
which spreads natural daylight evenly across the room. 

Available in a range of standard and bespoke sizes and shapes, 
Sunpipe is suited to many applications including sports halls, 
such as the Olympic Handball Arena, specialist applications 
such as Battersea Power Station and residential buildings.

Sunpipe is designed for optimum efficiency and long working 
life and comes with a 10-year guarantee*.

* See T&C’s

• Natural light for dark areas
• Reduces electric lighting by as much as 75%
• Maintenance free
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Applications Windcatcher HTM
Cool-phase/
Cool-phase 

Hybrid
AC MVHR Sunpipe

Atriums, dining halls X X X X X

Cinemas X X

Civic centres X X X X X X

Classrooms X X X X X X

Classrooms - IT X X X X X X

Classrooms - science X X X X X

Commercial offices X X X X X

Conference areas X X X X X X

Corridors X X X

Day care centres X X X X X

Healthcare centres X X X X X X

Hotel bedrooms X X

Lecture halls X X X X X X

Libraries X X X X X X

Offices X X X X X X

Offices - open plan X X X X X X

Prisons X X X X X X

Reception areas X X X X

Residential care homes X X X X X X

Residential flats & 
apartments X

Residential self-build X

Restaurants / Cafés X X X X

Retail outlets, shops X X X

School halls / centres X X

Visitor centres X X X X X

Warehouses, logistics X X
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EXAMPLE UK PROJECTS
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HEALTH CARE

SPORTS/LEISURE

REFURB

REFURB

Installed Systems

Installed Systems

CASE STUDY
ROYAL CHELSEA HOSPITAL

CASE STUDY
ETON COLLEGE BOATHOUSE

Location
London

Location
Dorney Lake, Windsor

Natural Ventilation
Windcatcher Bespoke

Natural Ventilation
Sola-boost X-Air

Main Contractor
Alden Heating

Main Contractor
Wates

M&E Contractor
TMI Mechanical

End User
Royal Chelsea Hospital

Architect
Waterfox

Monodraught Windcatcher natural ventilation systems were selected to provide 
energy-free fresh air throughout the newly refurbished three storey flagship care 
home. Fifteen systems were cleverly adapted by Monodraught and clad in clay 
pantiles to blend perfectly and complement the architectural style of the original 
Wren and Soane buildings. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis was 
carried out by Monodraught’s own development team and then verified using 
external specialists to optimise the architectural cladding.

Monodraught were specified as a natural ventilation solution as part of the 
refurbishment of Eton College Boathouse function room. Four SOLA-BOOST X-Air
systems were installed in the conference area and ensure that the area is kept 
cool even when the room is fully occupied. Low CO2 levels and good air quality 
are maintained to keep attendees feeling fresh and focused throughout the day. 
Natural ventilation is sustainable energy in action by harnessing wind power and 
the thermal rise of warm air in a controlled way.
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EDUCATION

EDUCATION

NEW BUILD

NEW BUILD

Installed Systems

Installed Systems

CASE STUDY
LITTLEPORT ACADEMY

CASE STUDY
HESSLE HIGH SCHOOL

Location
Ely, Cambridgeshire

Location
Hull, Yorkshire

Hybrid Ventilation
HTM F
HTM FS

Hybrid Ventilation
HTM F

Consultant
Morgan Sindall

Architects
DLA Design

M&E Contractor
Imtech G&H (Yorks)

M&E Contractor
Galliford Try

End User
Cambridge County Council

End User
East Riding of Yorkshire 
County Council

This BREEAM “very good” rated new school opened in 2016 to accommodate over 
650 pupils. It includes a primary school, a 3-storey secondary school and a SEN 
School. Monodraught hybrid and natural ventilation systems were designed to meet 
the tough requirements of the Priority School Building Programme and Education 
Funding Association (EFA) regulations. The HTM F and HTM FS models were selected 
to provide natural ventilation and hybrid ventilation mixed tempered air in winter 
periods, secure night-time cooling and boosted levels of ventilation during summer.

Monodraught hybrid and natural ventilation solutions were provided to this 
PSBP scheme flagship school. The HTM systems were installed throughout the 
school classrooms, halls and corridors and Windcatcher natural ventilation 
systems were selected for larger spaces such as the sports, drama, main halls and 
the dining rooms. Data monitoring has shown that the systems are performing 
strongly with low running costs and good air quality. Average temperatures were 

maintained at between 19-23°C during occupied hours.
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EDUCATION

GOVERNMENT

NEW BUILD

NEW BUILD

Installed Systems

Installed Systems

CASE STUDY
UNIVERSITY OF WEST ENGLAND

CASE STUDY
HARROGATE CIVIC HQ

Location
Bristol, South West England

Location
Harrogate, Yorkshire

Natural Cooling
Cool-phase Hybrid

Natural Cooling
Cool-phase

Main Contractor
Universisty of West England

Architects
Farrell & Clark

M&E Contractor
P&G Contractors

Consultant
Ramboll

End User
University of West England

End User
Harrogate Borough Council

“Monodraught’s design team modelled the new building with IES software. 
Following the results, we selected the Cool-phase Hybrid system due to the 
orientation of the building, staff fluctuation and a requirement to manage peak 
loads. Since the system was installed, staff have enjoyed working in a fresh and 
comfortable office with minimal impact on the aesthetic appearance of the office. 
From an economic and sustainability view point, we can further control energy 
costs and our carbon footprint whilst simultaneously improving staff well-being.”

Richard Black, Building Services Engineer at UWE

Built over five stories, the design maximises internal daylight and natural 
ventilation with the majority of the building integrating intelligent Cool-phase 
units with manually opening windows and controller louvered ventilation to 
manage occupant comfort. Cool-phase natural cooling and Windcatcher natural 
ventilation was provided to all areas in an open plan office arrangement.
“Harrogate achieved EPC A, and the passive solutions including phase change 
certainly contributed” Richard Manning - Building Services Lead, Ramboll
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OFFICES

OFFICES

REFURB

REFURB

Installed Systems

Installed Systems

CASE STUDY
UTILIZE PLC

CASE STUDY
ARLINGTON BUSINESS PARK

Location
Basildon, Essex

Location
Reading, Berkshire

Air Conditioning
VRV systems
Alpha Split systems

Air Conditioning
Mr Slim P Split systems

Design & Building Specialists
Oktra

Design & Build Specialists
Loop Interiors

Air Conditioning Products
Daikin

Air Conditioning Products
Mitsubishi

End User
Utilize PLC

End User
Arlington Business Park

Our role in this project was to supply, deliver and install a complete mechanical 
package. This included two Daikin VRV Heat recovery systems, two Alpha Split 
systems to the comms room and a full ventilation solution using VAM total heat 
exchangers. All systems are monitored with the Daikin Cloud remote package 
to provide real-time data, which has proven energy savings up to 34%. This way 
it is possible to identify cost saving opportunities, increase the lifetime of the 

equipment and reduce the risk of unexpected issues.

Together with Loop Interiors, the Monodraught team have recently supplied, 
delivered and installed Mitsubishi Electric Mr.Slim P Series Split Air Conditioning 
Equipment to 3 comms rooms and 1 patch room, in preparation for client 
takeover of the building at Arlington Business Park. Monodraught were also 
asked to validate the existing Mitsubishi VRF and ventilation systems. The 
company devised a solution to re-use the existing equipment to fit in with the 

client’s office modifications.
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EDUCATION

LEISURE

NEW BUILD

NEW BUILD

Installed Systems

Installed Systems

CASE STUDY
OUR LADY OF GRACE SCHOOL

CASE STUDY
COPPER BOX - HANDBALL ARENA

Location
Charlton, London

Location
London

Mechanical Ventilation Heat 
Recovery
MVHR

Natural Lighting
Sunpipes

Consultant
Silcock Dawson

Architects
Make Architects

Main Contractor
Galliford Try

Main Contractor
Buckingham Group

Architects
DLA Architects

End User
Copper Box

14 Monodraught MVHR-100 systems were installed to the new build classrooms 
of Our Lady of Grace School in Charlton, London. The school was awarded an 
Ofsted “outstanding” rating. The systems were supplied to simultaneously 
supply tempered fresh air to each classroom ensuring the correct oxygen 
levels were maintained whilst stale air is expelled. Air quality is maintained 
using Monodraught’s bespoke integrated CO2 sensor. Additional summer time 
ventilation is provided via the manual windows within each classroom.

Originally named the Handball Arena, the Copper Box was built to be the handball 
venue for London 2012 Olympics & Paralympics. As one of the legacy buildings of 
the Olympics, the Copper Box will be adapted to become a multi-sport arena for 
local community use, athlete training and other multi-use events. Make Architects, 
responsible for the design, set out a strict environmental criteria for the project of 
sustainable energy. Monodraught presented a scheme that included 88 (1500 mm 
diameter) light pipes positioned strategically around the field of play.



We are pioneers in the design and manufacture of advanced 
sustainable ventilation, cooling, heating and lighting solutions for 
new and refurbished commercial buildings. We deliver outstanding 
temperature-control and indoor air quality whilst minimising the 
consumption of both electricity and refrigerants so as to reduce our 
carbon footprint. Monodraught have over 45 years’ experience and 
our products have saved the equivalent of nearly 390,000 tonnes CO2 
over the last two decades.

Halifax House, Halifax Road, High Wycombe, 
Buckinghamshire, HP12 3SE, United Kingdom

MDB/06.2020

Monodraught Ltd.

www.monodraught.com
info@monodraught.com

01494 897700

This publication provides information only and does not constitute an offer binding upon Monodraught Ltd.
The content of this publication has been compiled to the best of Monodraught’s knowledge. No express or implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness for particular purpose 
of its content and the products and services presented therein. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Monodraught Ltd. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in 
the broadest sense, arising from or related to the use and/or interpretation of this publication.
All content is copyrighted by Monodraught Ltd.


